Effective Unified Communications Helps Employees Work Productively from Anywhere

Location Flexibility is Good for Businesses and Employees

Lower Costs
65% of businesses say flexible workspace options reduce costs.

Increased Productivity
85% of business leaders say that productivity has increased as a result of greater flexibility.

Higher Employee Satisfaction
90% of employees say more flexible work arrangements increase morale.

COVID-19 Will Have a Lasting Impact on How and Where People Work

Virtual Workspace and Unified Communications Technologies Are Rising to the Challenge

But There Have Been Growing Pains

IGEL OS Makes Unified Communications Seamless

Optimize Unified Communications with IGEL OS

IGEL OS makes it possible to run secure web conferencing and other unified communications activities in widely distributed, virtualized environments while processing real-time communications elements such as voice and video locally.

Making IGEL the centerpiece of your unified communications strategy will accelerate your organization's move to a flexible work model by:

- Easing secure UC integration
- Optimizing user experience
- Lowering infrastructure costs
- Reducing IT support burden
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What percentage of office employees will work remotely at least one day per week?

Before COVID-19

36%

2%

11%

During COVID-19

25%
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34%

After COVID-19 (Projected)
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55%